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Some Disclaimers (!) and Why I Am Here

• Disclaimer #1: I am a laser scientist - not a DEI expert!
• Disclaimer #2: English is not my native language. I learned English from laser scientists … not writers or politicians. Sometimes I may say things too directly …
• Disclaimer #3: DEI is a large field. My focus today is based on my experiences as a white woman in academia during the last 40 years in the USA and Europe.
• Women in leadership positions: why is our experience different? Explained with examples - from my career - and from the new book “The Exceptions – Nancy Hopkins, MIT, and the Fight for Women in Science” (2023)
• I am increasingly concerned about “hostility” towards excellent women in leadership positions in STEMM fields, which I see as a key challenge for further progress in gender diversity
• I will suggest some explanations – and propose some measures to improve …

Thank you for being here and listening to my talk!

These slides will be available after the talk (lots of information)
“I just want to do good science for the love of lasers ...”

• 1984: graduating from ETH Zurich with a Masters (i.e. Diplom), I was convinced there where NO MORE gender issues for working women!
• If I brought good performance, I could achieve anything ... (and nobody said it was easy ...)
• And I did. I felt supported when I was young, had great sponsors ...

ETH Zurich
1984 Diplom (Masters) in Physics
Graduated top of class
Motivated to win the Fulbright fellowship to study in the USA

Stanford University
1985-1989 Ph.D.
Rotation of PhD advisor during the first year
Visiting woman professor helped to find “the right professor” for me
Great experience

Bell Labs, Holmdel
MTS (Member of Technical Staff)
1989-1993
Started independent research immediately after PhD
Formal mentor assigned for all women MTS, better networking
Great experience

In response to recent gender lawsuit there

ETH Zurich
Since 1993
Political pressure in Switzerland for women professors
First tenured woman professor in physics
Anthony Johnson: take the position and show them you can do it!
What was different – for me – at ETH?

• March 1993, start at ETH: resources - space and personnel - far below average (<50%). I realized this much later. No transparent information available.

• Promised when hired: more office and lab space when needed! A struggle over the next 10-years to expand, even after success in research and funding, to a level comparable to new professors, typically receiving double the space at hire. No transparent information available.

• Written promise at hire: more personnel resources will be awarded, based on good performance, after retirement of next two professors in 96/97 … Did not happen. Why?

• 1996 – My first pregnancy. Institute Leader’s response, when I informed him: “This is what you get for hiring a woman!”

• My ongoing promotion process from associate to full professor was stopped: “How can you do your job with children?”

• Asked for help from Prof. Rice (theoretical physicist and who recruited me from Bell Labs)
What was different – for me – at ETH?

20. Dec. 1996, one month before birth: Met the Heads of the Institute and the Department to answer the following three questions:

1) Can you fulfill your teaching obligations with children?
2) Have you been lobbying for your promotion?
3) And – as a condition to continue the promotion process – can you apologize for claiming that this is a discrimination case.

   And I did!

I was then told: If even one recommendation letter is not good, my promotion would be delayed - indefinitely. Do I really want to risk continuing with the promotion?

   And I answered Yes! (but still worried of course ...)

January 1997: healthy birth of my son!

October 1997: promoted to full professor. Additional promised resources delayed.

Three male peers in physics, however, promoted within 3 years (4.5 years for me)

In the end: a “big mess”, other professors “annoyed about wasting their time” on this issue, and I was branded a “trouble maker”.
What was different – for me – at ETH?

- November 1998 – birth of our second child
- Challenge – insufficient daycare for babies at the university. But full access to university daycare was promised when hired!
- January 1999 - met with new president to request promised daycare support. This president, unfortunately, considered “daycare a private matter.”
  - And I was told: “shut up - or I will lose his goodwill, the goodwill of the whole ETH leadership, and everybody in Switzerland!”
- I considered legal action, but was informed “hopeless”, “will destroy your career” …
- And decided to keep my head down, focus on my research, and show them that I can do it – even with children
- but - continued to personally struggled with this injustice …
- And almost decided to leave academia
Having children is still a challenge today

- Motherhood is a significant (but not the only) contribution to the leaky pipeline
- More women professors today consider having children (as most men have been doing).
  - Where we can make a change: Reliable daycare, support for sickness, important deadlines, …
  - Need special measures. **Having children is not “business as usual.”**
  - Positive examples: ERC starting grant - within 7 years after PhD + one more year per child.
    For professors - no teaching for one year around birth. Postdoc program - add additional PhD.

---

Department of Physics, ETH Zurich
introduced Fellowship for Postdoc Mothers in 2018
https://www.phys.ethz.ch/research/research-promotion.html

Explanation why this makes sense:
For example read OPN Column, Dec. 2016
Link


- A powerful message to promote awareness around gender bias in academia worldwide.

- First published in the MIT Faculty Newsletter (March 1999), now known as the 1999 MIT Report, Link, catapulted MIT into a pacesetter role in gender diversity in STEM. The recent book “The Exceptions – Nancy Hopkins, MIT, and the Fight for Women in Science” gives a deeper history behind the making of this report

- This report came from initiatives by senior women professors in science at MIT, who organized and collected data on resource allocation and gender issues

- And while I was struggling with my experiences at ETH … and considering leaving academia

- … this report rescued my academic career

- I realized that I was not alone, it was not just my fault, and the stigma of a “trouble maker” branding was symptomatic of deeper systemic issues. 15 years after graduating from ETH with a Master in physics!

- This gave me the strength and resolve to keep going …
• Something important, and amazing at that time, happened for these women at MIT: They found outstanding supportive leadership – from Dean Birgeneau and President Vest.

• “First, I have always believed that contemporary gender discrimination within universities is part reality and part perception. True, but I now understand that reality is by far the greater part of the balance.”

• “Second, I, like most of my male colleagues, believe that we are highly supportive of our junior women faculty members. This also is true. They generally are content and well supported in many, though not all dimensions. However, I sat bolt upright in my chair when a senior woman, who has felt unfairly treated for some time, said “I also felt very positive when I was young.”

• With only a few isolated women, “patterns of discrimination” are hard to recognize: “Often it is difficult to establish discrimination as a factor, because any one case, no matter how disturbing or aberrant, can usually be ascribed to its special circumstances. Thus, we need to develop safeguards to prevent, and promptly correct the experiences that together constitute gender discrimination”

• Identifying bias requires a systematic evaluation of multiple cases And - unfortunately - “privacy rules” are being used to limit this, even acting as a shield to protect an organization, and more easily blame the victim (and we are seeing this today in Switzerland, Germany and Austria …)
The second glass ceiling

• Motherhood is not the only leak in the pipeline.
• MIT showed that senior women experience more discrimination. Why?
• For senior women to succeed and excel in leadership positions:
  o there is direct competition for access to power, resources, and privileges
  o current academic culture often dominated by informal power groups, the “insider group”, with privileged access and no incentive to change status quo
• We call this the “second glass ceiling” after the “normal” glass ceiling (e.g. reaching tenure)
• Increasing number of excellent women moving into senior academic positions further increases competition for these rare positions, even triggering hostility and backlash against these women.
• Many women are not prepared or reject such a hostile culture (another major leak in the pipeline)
• Current stereotypes makes women leaders “too nice to lead” or “not nice enough” … and this can have negative consequences for them. Examples to follow.
• I will also bring suggestions to help keep women empowered and promote inclusive excellence.
Stepping up into leadership and the creation of WPF at ETH

- After 2000, ETH management moved even further to strong departmental autonomy ...
- I got sidelined – by simple majority vote – when I proposed better governance i.e. stronger transparency, accountability, and a definition of excellence criteria ...
- For 22 years (1994-2016), new professors then hired by regular selection committees. Results: **Male professors: 24. Female professors: 0.**
- 2010-2022: Earned a leadership position outside of my department, with the award and directorship of a well-funded, multi-institute Swiss research network (NCCR MUST).
  - We created **an inclusive leadership team**, with shared power and responsibilities for my male co-director and myself.
  - One additional key task: “develop measures for the advancement of women in STEM”, with support from the funding agency, and my co-director!
- With this support, we started the **Women Professors Forum (WPF) in 2012**, with MIT as a role model (13 years after MIT Report) to better network women academics at ETH. History [Link](#), ETH WPF [Link](#)
- Continued to volunteer for leadership roles in the physics department since 2010: never received the required majority vote (even criticized for striving to have “too much power”!)
Women Professors Forum (WPF) at ETH Zurich and EPFL

First assembly meeting, 7 March 2012
Ursula Keller, Physics, President
Janet Hering, EAWAG Director, Vice President

- Established a women professors network with scientific lunches, informal mentoring, access to information...
- But … the “amazing” supportive MIT leadership was not there at ETH yet …
- 2019 WPF published a survey of issues important to women professors at EPFL/ETHZ [Link]
  An inclusive work culture, set by the leadership, plays an important role in the success of women (>90%)
- WPF leadership based on change every 4 years: Keller (2012-2016), Hering (2016-2020)
  2021: could not motivate other senior women to get engaged! Leadership was not ready for a change …
- A new crisis: ETH fired their first professor in 2019 – my colleague, the only other tenured woman professor in the physics department. WPF had been asking for a fair, unbiased due process since 2017 …
- 2022 Federal Administrative Court ruled that dismissal was “disproportionate and unjustified” … but …
Significant bias against women in leadership positions

Stereotypical bias:

"When a woman excels at her job, both male and female co-workers will remark that she may be accomplishing a lot but is ‘not as well-liked by her peers’.

She is probably also ‘too aggressive’, ‘not a team player’, ‘a bit political’, ‘can’t be trusted’ or ‘difficult’.

A hostile working culture with this stereotypical bias can result in character assassination ("Rufmord" in German), spreading rumors and isolating targets.

… and often with little or no benefit of the doubt … “guilty until proven innocent” …

This also increases risk for both upwards and top-down bullying (naturehumanbehaviour April 2023 Link)
“Mission: Character Assassination”

Accusation
“significant misconduct in management or inappropriate leadership”

The accusers remained anonymous ...

The allegations undermined their personal integrity and reputation

Thomas Sattelberger (German manager and politician):
“This is a career risk, especially for women”
18. Nov. 2021: Open letter signed by 145 women scientists expressing their concerns
This was organized by former ETH Women Professors Forum (WPF) leadership (Hering and Keller), Link

“We are writing to express our concern at the highly publicized dismissals, demotions, and conflicts involving female Directors of Max Planck Institutes (MPI).

… Similar reports have also publicized cases involving women in top academic positions at the University of Copenhagen, ETH Zurich, and the University of London, indicating that these issues involving senior women extend well beyond the MPG.

… Failure of a highly successful individual who has attained a high rank is in a very real sense an institutional failure.”
Gender bias against women leadership

- I have never seen a perfect manager; we all make mistakes.
- There is often a gender bias against women leadership (from both women and men!)
- Women and other outsider groups often have lower mistake tolerance and are punished more harshly.
- Lack of independent grievance procedures and a perception of "reverse discrimination": minor mistakes or even fabricated issues can become weaponized, supports a management culture of intimidation to accept status quo (using disgruntled PhD students, overly ambitious postdocs, fabricated scientific misconduct charges …)
- Unequal treatment depending on "how many friends" one has in leadership. This does not support excellence, wastes resources, and hurts the science.

... and this must include women scientists too ...
• “Autonomy” drives many issues and hinders progress (especially in Europe)
  o What works in the USA does not always work in Europe.
  o Highly ranked science organizations (MPI, ETH, …) are too often considered “untouchable.”
  o Their “scientific excellence” would be damaged if “autonomy” is not preserved.
  o … but used as excuse to maintain status quo for well-established informal power groups.
  o current academic working culture often dominated by informal power groups, the “insider group”, who are used to their privileges and are not ready to share them, with unbiased, fair, and transparent procedures and accountability of leadership decisions

• **Steps in the right direction**: Academic leadership just announced the first “Sexual Harassment Awareness Day” in Switzerland on 23. March 2023, [Link](#)

• MIT did this more than 20 years ago: MIT is still number one and became a pacesetter for gender issues in STEM.

• **Required as a next step**: a clear separation between **scientific autonomy** and excellence, from **management autonomy**, excellence, and international best practices
• Separate **scientific autonomy** and **management autonomy**

• One of the root causes of our slow progress has been a conflation of scientific and management autonomy.

  - **Problems typically eat up management’s time** – taking away from core efforts in education & science. Professors mostly not motivated to get involved, but ignoring problems often makes them worse. And good science does not guarantee good management …

  - **Life is more complicated**: there is **upwards and top-down bullying**! Bullying does not always follow the direction of power differential. Often it is about stereotypical bias; realistic and well-defined performance criteria [Link](#)

  - **Leadership**: “sign up” and empower a consortium of stakeholders – the people affected, the critical voices, experts, administration – and empower them to make actual change, not just “recommendations”.

  - **Improve grievance procedures, free of conflict of interest** (or even the appearance of potential conflict of interest). These procedures must be independent and worthy of trust from the community.

  - **Develop some excellence criteria** … otherwise we fall back on “I recognize excellence when I see it”, sometimes called “gut-feeling” … this tends to maintain status quo and limit diversity.

  - Reduce excessive standards of “data privacy” as an institutional shield against addressing systemic issues …

1994: establishing a committee on women faculty in the school of science (16 out of 17 tenured women Professors): 1999 MIT Report

“the feeling of an injustice, the anger that accumulates from this recognition, and the strong desire for change for themselves and future generations”

2018-2020: Crisis in physics department at ETH Zurich triggered progress. For 22 years, 24:0 male professor selected 5 hires for tenure-track female assistant professors, with a focused search for excellent women. And many found!!!
In conclusion additional measures are still needed ...

Continue to recruit more women: goal >30%
- Affirmative action to hire more women, to establish inclusive excellence, to change culture
- Address stigma of “token woman”, and “perception of reverse discrimination”
- Better honest education on DEI, and a clear plan with everybody on board (buy in)

Stronger efforts on retention, performance, promotion, and culture change
- Maintain a diverse community and reward their contributions
- Give access to sufficient resources to establish inclusive empowerment
- Establish leadership and networks to promote a culture change with better governance
- Fix the institutional practices, not only the individuals
- Everybody is welcome to join these efforts, and it should benefit us all.

Real incentives for both men and women to engage on these issues
- This does not happen on its own based on my experience!
- There is much written material on university websites, but action plans are limited.
- Develop institutional plans for DEI, with measurable results and independent checks
- Tie funding to results – to increase motivation and willingness to change (e.g. Juno in the U.K.)
1. Workshop/Panel:
"How to strengthen DE&I education pathways from high school to undergraduate and the post graduate level?“

Tuesday from 11:00 am – 12:30 pm (Room 210E)

2. Workshop/Panel:
"How to make diversity thrive in the workplace?"

Wednesday from 11:00 am – 12:30 pm (Room 210E)

3. WiSTEE CONNECT: Connecting Women in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Entrepreneurship
https://www.wisteeconnect.org/